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RWANDAN GENOCIDE: 'EVIL AS A PRESENCE'  

PRIZE-WINNING BOOK CONVEYS HORROR, PERSPECTIVE  
 

By James Snyder  

Special to The Commercial Appeal 

 

Season of Blood: A Rwandan Journey 

By Fergal Keane 

Viking, $21.95  

 

''Start with the river,'' writes Fergal Keane, the BBC's South African correspondent, recalling a day 

in April 1994, halfway through Rwanda's encounter with genocide. The river is the Kagera, which 

flows along Rwanda's southern and eastern borders northwest into Lake Victoria. Keane describes a 

strained, diversionary discussion with a colleague when he first saw the bodies. 

 

''And then I turn around and for the first time I see two bodies bobbing along,'' he writes. ''Then 

three more. They nudge in and out of the grass and the leaves and are carried towards the falls.''  

 

They are Tutsis, members of an ethnic group in Rwanda slaughtered by their neighbors, who are 

Hutu. The Hutus had been exhorted for months before the genocide to expatriate the Tutsi minority 

back to Ethiopia, their mythological country of origin. Keane saw that order carried out on a huge 

scale, as bodies hacked or drowned floated downstream into Lake Victoria, bordered by Kenya. On 

Kenya's northern border is Ethiopia.  

 

Season of Blood, which won the 1995 Orwell Prize for best political book of the year, is a valuable 

and terrifying look at a genocidal episode that gripped the attention of the world in 1994, when we 

watched grainy video images of men, women and children hacked to death by machete wielders 

descending on their victims from the bush. Keane was on the ground during the end of the massacre 

and made no mistake about what happened: ''This was evil as a presence,'' he writes, ''not as a word 

or concept.''  

 

His book provides the historical context sorely missing in early dispatches from Rwanda. This 

genocide, in which 1 million people were murdered, seems to have differed only in degree during a 

long history of conflict between the Hutu and Tutsi. Nevertheless, it is an evil we are well 

acquainted with, having seen it in Germany, Cambodia and the former Yugoslavia. It is a systematic 

evil, well-planned and executed in mass complicity.  

 

In April l994, the presidents of Rwanda and Bu rundi were killed in an airplane crash. The 

Rwandan president, a Hutu, was probably assassinated by Hutu extremists as a pretext to 

exterminate the Tutsi minority. The Tutsis had long been considered the elite in Rwanda, 

stereotyped by Africans and Europeans alike as a tall, refined race that for years subjugated the 

Hutu majority. In retribution, Hutus began periodically massacring Tutsis when the country was 

ceded to Belgium in 1918.  

 

This was not, Keane argues convincingly, ''ethnic slaughter,'' a term that connotes a kind of savage 

instinct that falls all too easily in line with Western views of Africa as the heart of darkness. Instead, 



genocide was systematic, really beginning in 1959 when Hutus attempted to banish all Tutsis from 

the country. Throughout the 1994 massacre, Hutus were told not to repeat the ''mistake of 1959,'' to 

make certain Tutsis were forcibly expatriated or executed.  

 

Keane traveled from Uganda to Burundi with three journalist colleagues.  It was good to have 

companionship, he writes, in the harrowing runs and stops across the country, as they negotiated 

their way across Tutsi rebel-held territory, through regions held by Hutu militia known as the 

Interahamwe and through the besieged capital of Kigali. Along the way, they stumbled across a 

fresh massacre of rotting bodies, a hospital woefully unprepared to treat horrific wounds, an 

enormous refugee camp for Hutus fleeing from Tutsi rebels that became a haven for murderers and 

Tutsi orphans who survive as terrified, silent witnesses to the murders.  

 

Keane implicates Western complacency for the massacre and the world of problems that followed. 

United Nations troops stood by in Rwanda as helpless observers; the U.N. Security Council refused 

to label the massacres as genocide, which would have obligated the UN to ''prevent and punish'' the 

perpetrators. Western relief agencies, though far understaffed, risked the lives of their workers to 

help tens of thousands of refugees and protect survivors from further harm.  

 

Nea ring the end of the journey, Keane and his companions came across two missionary brothers 

who escaped from the Interahamwe while trying to prevent the murder of 50 men and boys hiding 

in a church. In contrast to Keane's belief that Western governments could have fundamentally 

altered the situation in Rwanda, the brothers are a terrifying personification of what could be done 

and what couldn't.  

 

'' . . . Otto sits with a look in his eyes that begs my understanding,'' Keane writes.  

'' 'We were overwhelmed, you see. We were overwhelmed by this great evil, by these acts of 

wickedness.' ''  

 

The men and children, Keane tells us later, were taken from the church by the Interahamwe and 

killed.  

 

 

May 12, 1996  

TRAVELER SEES MEDIEVAL WORLD RE-EMERGING  

WITH GROWTH, CULTURES SINK INTO CONFLICT  
 

By James Snyder  

Special to The Commercial Appeal 

 

The Ends of the Earth: A Journey at the Dawn of the 21st Century 

By Robert Kaplan 

Random House, $27.50 

  

In 1994, veteran foreign correspondent Robert Kaplan introduced us to Postmodern Man in a 

disturbing and controversial article he wrote for The Atlantic Monthly. In that article, ''The Coming 

Anarchy,'' the man was a nameless government minister in Freetown, Sierra Leone, addled by 

malaria, a disease exhibited by the egg-yolk yellow of the victim's eyes. ''There was an irrefutable 

sadness to them,'' Kaplan wrote, ''as though they had seen too much.''  

 

Kaplan sees a great deal in his journey from Freetown in western sub-Saharan Africa to Cambodia, 

a continent away in southeast Asia. The Ends of the Earth is a geopolitical travelog of his journey. 

Traveling neither as a tourist nor as a diplomat - part of an air-conditioned class blind to the 



collapse around them - Kaplan sees through the eyes of the relief worker, deliberately traveling 

through the slums and sickness of the Third World alone and unaided.  

 

The Ends of the Earth examines one very complex question: How do different cultures deal with 

each other when faced with a deteriorating environment and diminishing resources? During his 

journey, Kaplan observes cultures clashing when faced with environmental stress or stiffening to 

solve problems such as overpopulation, deforestation and exploding birth rates that cause endemic 

misery.  

 

Though he tries to avoid it, Kaplan's tone is decidedly deterministic. Weak environments and 

cultures lead to instability, he argues, while strong environments and cultures promote 

development. If this sounds like a break with the longstanding and warranted criticism of 

colonialism, it is. Kaplan joins a growing number of political economists who argue that colonial 

effects have waned and are useless to explain the terrifying deterioration of many post-colonial 

states. Cultural and environmental concerns are more important in the postmodern age.  

 

Massive deforestation, overpopulation and rapid urbanization, for example, heighten disparity and 

conflict among animistic clans in Afr ica. Post-Communist poverty has sparked violence between 

Azeri Turks and Armenians in Azerbaijan. India's neighbors closed their borders in 1994 during a 

freakish pneumonic plague outbreak in Uttar Pradesh. Khmer Rouge guerrilla warfare, whose 

genocide was perpetuated in the name of radical Maoist principles, was actually a conflict between 

poor Khmer peasants and the urbanized Vietnamese minority in Phnom Penh.  

 

The world is returning to an almost medieval state as countries we know on maps dissolve, Kaplan 

argues. Borderless power centers based on the tribe will replace the abstract modernist notion of 

nation-states. In this world, Western relief groups are more important than American troops or 

United Nations advisers. It is a world of economic collapse, barriers based on disease ''vectors'' and 

conflict exacerbated by disparity among racial and cultural groups.  

 

While definitely sobering, Kaplan's travels do take him to a few bright spots, places where things 

work. He notes Turkish lower-middle class slums for their unusual cleanliness, hopeful upward 

mobility and stout Islamic culture. Thailand, once a Third World backwater, has stabilized its 

population and increased literacy to become a country of Nissans and cell phones. And in the Indian 

Rishi Valley, the inhabitants are restoring a deforested scrub wasteland into an ecotopian Eden, all 

without a hint of Western aid or government assistance.  

 

The Ends of the Earth is an insightful intellectual treatise, casting a bright light with an unblinking 

eye. Kaplan has strong credentials as a political forecaster: In an earlier book, Balkan Ghosts, he 

presciently anticipated the genocide in the former Yugoslavia. But political prognosticating is 

notoriously difficult. Cause and effect relationships always appear clearer in retrospect, but if casual 

relationships were so obvious in advance then the great bloodsheds of our time - in Europe as well 

as Africa and Asia - would have been prevented.  

 

Nevertheless, Kaplan examines issues from an interdisciplinary perspective - as tourist, economist, 

peacekeeper, academic, environmentalist, diplomat and relief worker in one - that invariably makes 

up for the deficits of each one separately.  

 

Kaplan's conclusions are much less optimistic than those of Western leaders, who point to peace in 

Europe and growth in Asia as proof that their model works. In Kaplan's world, development is a 

zero-sum game. When one country or nation gains, someone somewhere else loses.  

 



''The banal truth is that economic and social development is generally cruel, painful, violent, and 

uneven,'' he writes. ''And humanity is developing more dramatically than ever.''  

 

 

February 11, 1996  

VICTIMS OF STALIN TERROR SPEAK AT LAST  

DIARY EXCERPTS OPEN WINDOW ON LIVES, TIMES  
By James Snyder  

Special to The Commercial Appeal 

 

Intimacy and Terror: Soviet Diaries of the 1930s 

Edited by Veronique Garros, Natalia Korenevskaya and Thomas Lahusen 

The New Press, $27.50 

 

Those who keep a diary walk a borderline between their public and private lives. The act of 

recording private moments is a kind of public act, even if the public is an audience of one.  

Nevertheless, we can accept the assertion made by the editors of Intimacy and Terror that the 

writers collected in this volume had no inkling they would share their observations of the Stalinist 

Great Terror with a much-changed world almost 60 years in the future.  

 

The result of painstaking research conducted over years through private and public archives, 

Intimacy and Terror gives voice to ordinary Russian citizens during the peak of Stalin's reign, 

lending immortality to one diarist who opened his journal with "May this here thing live on 

forever."  

 

Veronique Garros, a former Moscow contributor to Le Monde, initiated the project that led to the 

book. Writer Natalia Korenevskaya and Thomas Lahusen, a professor of Slavic languages and 

literature at Duke University, joined Garros later, and they read through 100 diaries covering the 

years 1934-1939, settling on excerpts from the 10 found here.  

 

Those were the brutal years, the original killing fields of communism. Russia had just begun 

recovering from the famine induced by forced collectivization in the early 1930s. The numbers of 

Soviets persecuted and dispatched during Stalinist purges have long been debated, but the editors 

shed sharp light from recently opened Soviet archives. From 1935 to 1939, political prisoners 

increased from 118,256 to 454,432, totaling nearly one- fourth the entire prison population then. 

And, the editors note, those numbers don't count those sent to labor camps, exiled or executed.  

 

The book starts off slowly with a "Chronicle of the Year 1937," which contrasts an "official" history 

viewed through the newspaper Izvestiya and a decidedly unofficial view through the diary of 

collective farmer Ignat Frolov.  

 

The editors use this deliberate montage to illustrate the subjectivity of their own cho ices for the 

book - what exactly is history in a totalitarian society, what really happened during those years? - 

but Izvestiya's callow propaganda contrasted with Frolov's obsession with the weather ("4th of 

October Fine weather again with a mild frost and a Southwest wind") points away from the human 

drama played out on the rest of the pages.  

 

The most compelling selection is that of Andrei Stepanovich Arzhilovsky, a peasant farmer of 

Tyumen in Central Asia. This unlucky man was burdened by his literacy; as one of a minority who 

could read, he joined the provisional regional government after Imperial Russia collapsed, an 

association that marked him as an enemy to the Soviet cause until the day he died.  

 



Fortunately, Arzhilovsky's literacy allowed him to keep a brilliant, acerbic and often harrowing 

account of his last days in exile. With sarcasm, fear and outrage he writes of famine, disease, the 

crushing chill, political arrests, guilt over his family's plight and the eerie dreams that haunt him.  

 

"I had a dream about traveling somewhere; I can see mountains and a river," he writes on April 19, 

1937. "On the right is a beautiful church. Could it be a prison? I am afraid of it."  

The editors chose another dreamer, Oleg Nikolaevich Frelikh, an actor in Moscow. Frelikh kept an 

unusual diary, or rather two diaries, one of his diurnal life and a separate one for his nocturnal, 

dream life. The editors chose to leave just the dream recollections here (the comparison would be 

more intriguing and honest), but they are compelling nontheless: dreams of a Rembrandt exhibition, 

a medium intoning "misfortune, misfortune" for him, a sequence recalling the night 25 years earlier 

when he murdered his lover.  

 

Only two of the diarists surveyed for Intimacy and Terror are still alive. Some were prominent, 

many were persecuted. Arzhilovsky spent four years in prison and seven years in a labor camp as a 

result of his early political affiliations. In September 1937, he was arrested as part of a ''count 

errevolutionary . . . sabotage organization" and executed.  

 

His diary was used as evidence. The editors have replaced the anonymous red underlining in his 

diary with italics - a brutal, invasive reminder of the fragile division between private thoughts and 

public consequences.  

 

 

November 12, 1995  

PAINFUL HISTORY RECLAIMED IN STORY  

OF POLISH VILLAGE RAZED BY HITLER  

 

By  James Snyder  

Special to The Commercial Appeal  

 

Konin: A Quest  

By Theo Richmond  

Pantheon, $27.50 

 

This book begins with a book.  

 

Living in Israel during the 1960s, a group of aging Jewish Koniners came together to write about 

the small Polish frontier town that straddled the river Warta, home for them and their ancestors 

across 500 years until Hitler obliterated the community. They completed the Konin Memorial Book 

- an incredible tome written almost entirely in Yiddish, a powerful act of remembrance fitting for a 

provincial town known to have one of the finest Jewish secular libraries in Poland. From this, 

British historian and documentary filmmaker Theo Richmond began his own search for the memory 

of Konin.  

 

Richmond, old enough to remember the Shoah - the Holocaust - from a London suburb his parents 

moved to before World War I, found himself surrounded by a town he knew but only heard about. 

His entire family came from Konin. His parents founded the Konin Aid Society to help the poor left 

behind. He lived the paradox of the first-born of immigrants: how to embrace both the past and 

present?  

 

Richmond's embrace is Konin, and it's as warm and painful as the first meeting with a lost friend or 

relative. Tracking down dozens of Koniners alive in England, the United States and Israel during 



his eight years of research, he discovered relatives both alive and long dead, rebuilt a community 

burned and buried but not forgotten, and reclaimed a history many wanted destroyed.  

 

He paints portraits of both the living and the dead in caressing strokes. They are the panorama of 

the human experience, set against the obscene phantasmagoria that engulfed them. Here are Mike 

Jacobs, a vigorous impresario who founded the Dallas Holocaust Center; the glamorous Lola 

Birnbaum, now withered, whose husband and dark-eyed children were killed in the Shoah; the 

liberal Jacob Lipschitz, Konin's last rabbi, deported by the Germans for his outspoken defense of 

the community and lat er murdered in the Jozefow ghetto. So many more reach out like the older 

relatives we know, wanti ng to tell their stories, as painful as they may be: ''This is not for us,'' 

Richmond hears. ''This is for our children.''  

 

This is a book of the Holocaust, and stories do not end happily. Even the few who left the camps 

after liberation and returned to Konin found emptiness and still more hatred. A 1946 pogrom in 

Kielsce in which an anti-Semitic mob murdered 42 Jewish survivors drove away most of those who 

had returned.  

 

Even still, Richmond finds vindication in a Koniner among Jewish partisans fighting the Germans: 

''I realized how badly I needed to read about Jews who fought back.'' The heroic story surrounds 

Sarah Trybuch, who escaped with her infant daughter from the German extermination of her ghetto. 

She and her little girl survived five days in the Belorussian winter dressed only in her nightgown, 

eventually stumbling across a guerrilla band in the wilderness. The partisans, assisted by Soviet 

forces, harassed German convoys and bombed industrial targets until Russian soldiers led them out 

of the forest in July 1944 as Germany collapsed. The Red Army liberated Konin in January 1945.  

 

The Germans liquidated whole families of Koniners. The remaining few stumbled away to rebuild 

lives in Brooklyn, Florida, and Israel. By reading their stories, in some way we understand how and 

why they survived the terror, but the truncated histories of their loved ones - their epitaph, ''I never 

saw them again'' - is no history at all. Some saw their relatives murdered in front of them. But many 

families still wait, Richmond tells us, for a sign that their brother or sister survived. The o nly 

record of the dead are the gruesome, efficient records of the German bureaucracy.  

 

Richmond weaves those bleak references into his own family narrative. Visiting Dallas, he 

discovered he is related to Mike Jacobs (nee Jakobowicz) through a family marriage. At the Dallas 

Holocaust Center Jacobs founded, Richmond discovers a book documenting deportations from 

France, recalling that his father's brother, Shimon Ryczke, left Konin and married in Paris before 

the war. In the book Richmond finds that his uncle left France on Convoy 68 Feb. 10, 1944 and 

arrived at Auschwitz. A fe w hundred in the convoy were given numbers, the Germans immediately 

gassed the rest.  

 

''Was Shimon among the 200 or the 1,229?'' Richmond writes. ''I do not suppose I will ever know. 

And does it matter? He died in Auschwitz.''  

 

 

 

 

 


